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Abstract 

We present an algorithmic conipositional verijkation 
inethodfur smart card applers atid controlpow based safety 
properties expressed in a modal logic with simultaneous 
greatest $xed poiiits. Our method builds on a techizique 
proposed by Grumberg and Lorig who use maximal mod- 
els to reduce compositional verification of finite-state par- 
allel processes to stamlard model checking. We adapt this 
technique to applets, a class of infinite-state sequential pro- 
cesses. This requires a refineinen1 of the method, since for 
a given applet inregace arid behavioural formula a max- 
imal upplet does not always exist. We therefore propose 
a two-level approach, where local assumptions restrict the 
control flow structure of applets, while the global guaran- 
tee restricts the control Jow behaviour of the system. We 
presenr a izovel maximal model construction for our logic 
and then adapt it to applers. By separating die tasks of ver- 
$ring global and locai properties our method supports se- 
cure post-issuance loading of applers onto a snlQrl card. 

mediation of the card provider. Post-issuance loading opens 
many possibilities for new and powerful applications, but so 
far has not found its way to industrial practice, mainly be- 
cause of security concerns. The method proposed here is a 
first step toward a framework for secure post-issuance load- 
ing of smart card appIets. Automatic checks are needed to 
ensure that new applets can be trusted. These checks can 
involve for example type safety, memory consumption, and 
illicit data or control flow. 

In this paper we focus OR the last category of properties. 
More precisely, we study sequential (single-threaded) ap- 
plets and propose a specification and verification method for 
safety properties of inter-procedural control Bow, i.e. prop- 
erties describing safe sequences of method invocations. 
Since applets can be loaded on a card post-issuance, their 
implementation might not be available at the time global 
properties are verified. Therefore we propose a composi- 
tional verification method, according to the following proof 
principle: 

t A : d  X : d t X @ B : t , b  

1. Introduction 

With the emergence of small secure devices, such as 
open platform smart cards? it  becomes important to set cri- 
teria to decide whether an application can be accepted on 
a device. Since such devices are typically used to store 
privacy-sensitive data, for the acceptance of this new tech- 
nology it is important that potential users have full trust in 
the protection of their data. 

For the new generation of smart cards, an interesting pos- 
sibility is to have posr-issuance loading of applications (ap- 
plets). This means that once the card is issued and given to 
the user, new applets can be installed on the card without the 
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I - A @ B : $  

This reduces the problem of showing that the composition 
of applets A and B satisfies $ to three tasks: 

I .  decompose the gIobal property 11 by finding a local 
propeny $ of applet A, 

2. prove correctness of the decomposition, i.e., verify 
that, for uny applet X satisfying $, X composed with 
B satisfies $ (second premise), and 

3. verify that A satisfies the local property q5 (first 
premise), when its implementation becomes available 
for post-issuance loading. 

The compositionality of the method supports different sce- 
narios for secure post-issuance loading of applets, where 
the tasks above can potentially be delegated to different au- 
thorities. In the first scenario, the card issuer specifies both 
the global and local properties and verifies - using the tech- 
niques described in this paper - that the decomposition is 
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correct, meaning that the local specification is sufficient to 
establish the global specification. Each time an applet is 
loaded post-issuance, an algorithm provided by the card is- 
suer checks whether the applet implementation satisfies the 
required specification. An alternative scenario is that the 
card issuer only provides the global specification (and local 
specifications for its own applets), and leaves it to the applet 
provider to come up with an appropriate local specification 
for each post-issuance loaded applet. As in the previous 
scenario, an algorithm provided by the card issuer checks 
the applet against the local specification upon loading, but 
now also the property decomposition needs to be verified at 
loading time, potentially on-card. 
Task (1) above is a manual one and requires some insight 

into the system, while the other two can be automated in 
our approach. We concentrate here on task (2); for task (3) 
standard algorithmic techniques exist. In earlier work [3], 
we explored deductive verification of correctness of decom- 
positions based on a proof system. However, the generality 
of this approach requires considerable time and expertise 
from the user. Hence, an algorithmic method such as the 
one presented here is preferable in many situations. 

The approach that we take is inspired by the pioneer- 
ing work on automatic modular verification by Grumberg 
and Long [lo]. To check whether X : 4 t- X E B : 3 
holds we replace X by a maximal model d ( 4 )  and then ver- 
ify t- e(#) @ B : TJ algorithmically. The maximal model 
@(#) represents all models satisfying # in the sense that it 
simulates exactly those models and thus satisfies precisely 
the properties enjoyed by all these models. For this tech- 
nique to be sound it is required that @ preserves simulation 
and that logical properties are preserved by simulation. L .  

Contributions Most existing work on compositional 
model checking focuses on the verification of parallel com- 
positions of finite-state processes. Our main contribution is 
the adaptation of this technique to infinite-state sequential 
programs, more precisely to applets. We model applets by a 
collection of method control flow graphs equipped with an 
interface of provided and required methods. .Applet com- 
position essentially forms the disjoint union of the respec- 
tive collections of method graphs and allows the composed 
applets to communicate by method invocation. Our applet 
models induce a subclass of pushdown processes, with po- 
tentially infinite-state behaviour (cf. [SI). 

We are interested in safety properties, which can be ad- 
equately expressed in our simulation logic, a modal logic 
with simultaneous greatest fixed points. This logic is equiv- 
alent to the modal p-calculus [ 131 without diamond modal- 
ities and least fixed points. We establish a logical character- 
isation of simulation and, vice versa, a behavioural charac- 
terisation of logical satisfaction in terms of maximal mod- 
els. In particular, we present a novel maximal model con- 

struction, consisting of a step-wise transformation of the 
formula into a semantically equivalent normal form, which 
is isomorphic to a maximal model for the formula. 

When tailoring the maximal model technique to applets, 
we require that the maximal model for a given property 
is itself an applet. This ensures that, if the verification of 
I- B(#}  @ B : + fails, there is indeed an appkr among the 
set of models F such that F satisfies $but F @ B does not 
satisfy +. In this case we can try to strengthen # and iterate 
the process. However, for a given property # and interface 
I, a maximal applet in general does not exist due to the pos- 
sibility of re-entrance of methods, even if there are applets 
with interface I satisfying 4. To overcome this problem, we 
propose a two-level solution, distinguishing between struc- 
tural and behavioural levels. We instantiate our logic and 
simulation at each level. Local specifications are strucrura2 
properties, restricting the finite control flow structure of 
applets, while global specifications are behavioural prop- 
erties, restricting their potentially infinite control flow be- 
haviour. We define the maximal applet for a given interface 
1 and structural property 4 by e,( 4) = d(q5~ A +), where # I  
is a structural formula capturing the basic properties of all 
applets with this interface, thus ensuring that the resulting 
maximal model is indeed an applet structure. This maxi- 
mal applet is composed with applet B and the result can be 
verified against $ using a model checker for pushdown pro- 
cesses such as Alfred [ 171 (based on an algorithm by Boua- 
ijani et al. [5]). Combining our characterisation results with 
results linking the structural and behavioural levels, we es- 
tablish the soundness and completeness of our method. 

Some additional results, examples and full proofs can be 
found in a technical report accompanying the present pa- 
per [19]. In a companion paper [12] we present a tool set 
for our framework and show its practical usability by apply- 
ing it on an industrial electronic purse case study. 

Related Work There is a wealth of methods for compo- 
sitional verification of concurrent programs, most notably 
assumptionkommitment based reasoning about processes 
with synchronous message passing, and the rely/guarantee 
method for shared-variable concurrency. A systematic 
overview of these and related proof methods, some of which 
have been adapted to support algorithmic verification is 
given by de Roever et al. [9]. However, these techniques 
do not address programs with recursive procedures. 

As an example of an approach to compositional verifi- 
cation based on theorem proving we mention the work by 
Prensa [ 181. She formalises the relylguarantee method for 
parallel programs with shared variables (but without proce- 
dures) in Isabelle/HOL. The method is based on an exten- 
sion of Hoare logic to parallel programs and does as such 
not cover temporal properties. 

The original maximal model technique by Grumberg and 
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Long [ f 01 was designed for the universal fragment of CTL 
and later extended to CTL* by Kupferman and Vardi [14]. 
These works study synchronous parallel compositions of se- 
quential processes under fairness assumptions. Since we are 
interested in safety properties of sequential programs, we 
do not need to add fairness to our models. Our transforma- 
tional approach to the maximal model construction avoids 
some unnecessary exponential blowups appearing in their 
global constructions. 

Laster and Grumberg [I61 present a compositional 
method for sequential programs written in a high-level 
While language (without procedures). Their technique par- 
titions the program text into a sequence of sequentially com- 
posed subprograms, which can be model checked individu- 
ally using assumptions on the properties holding at the cut 
points. 

Characterisation results connecting logics and be- 
havioural preorders similar to ours are described by Larsen 
and Boudol [7] (see also [15]), who construct maximal 
modal transition systems w.r.t. the refinement preorder for 
Wennessy-Milner logic [I  I ] .  Since this logic does not in- 
clude fixed points, the constructed models are essenlially 
finite forests. Bouajjani et al. [6] define maximal models 
for a co-recursive modal logic to express safety properties. 
Their logic has an expressive power sirnilar to ours, but is 
somewhat less standard as it includes a connective corre- 
sponding to non-deterministic choice. 

The method of partial model checking introduced by An- 
dersen [ I ]  is based on a reduction procedure that removes 
the top-level operator from a process algebra term and com- 
putes a new property for the reduced term. To verify that 
the product P x Q of two processes has some property 4, 
the reduction “divides” the property 4 by Q to yield d/Q, 
which can be effectively computed only if Q is finite. 

characterisation of satisfaction involves the construction of 
a model from a formula, which is nzaxirnal in the sense that 
it simulates all models satisfying the formula. This will 
serve as the basis for our compositional verification method 
for applets explained in the next section. 

For the rest of this section we fix two arbitrary finite sets 
of labels L and nromic propositions A, parameterising the 
models and logic introduced next. 

2.1. Specifications and Simulation 

First we define models, specifications and simulation. 
These notions are standard up to some minor variations. 

Definition 2.1. (Model and specifcution) A model is a 
structure M = (S, L,  + , A ,  A), where S is a set of states, 
+ S x L x S is a transition relation and X : S + ” ( A )  
is a valuation assigning to each state a set of atomic propo- 
sitions. A specification S is a pair ( M ,  E) ,  where M is a 
model and E S is a set of entry states. 

The reachable part of a specification S = ( M ,  E )  is 
defined by R(S)  = (M‘, E) ,  where M‘ is obtained from 
M by deleting all states and transitions not reachable from 
any entry state in E. 

Example 2.2. Figure 1 shows the graphical representation 
of a specification (where s1 (p, q) means X(s1) = { p ,  4)). 

E =  (SI, s2) wa L={a’b )  

Structure Section 2 defines models, simulation and logic, 
and describes a procedure to construct maximal models. 
Section 3 instantiates this to applets (both at structural and 

Figure 1. Example specification S 

behavioural level) and derives the compositional proof prin- 
ciple. Section 4 illustrates our approach with an example. 
Finally, Section 5 contains some concluding remarks. 

Definition 2.3. (Simulation) A simularion is a binary re- 
lation R on S such that whenever (s, t> E R then X(s) = 
X ( t ) ,  and whenever s -% s’ then there is some t‘ E S such 

2. Simulation and Logic 

This section develops several general results about sim- 
ulation and its relation to logic. After the introduction of 
specifications and simulations between thcm, we present 
simulation logjc, a subset of Hennessy-miher logic i l l  J ex- 
tended with simultaneous greatest fixed points. By defining 
maps between specifications and logical formulae, we es- 
tablish a logical characterisation of simulation in terms of 
simulation logic and, vice versa, a behavioural characteri- 
sation of logical satisfaction. In particular, the behavioural 

that t 4 t’ and (s’. t’) E R. We say that t simulates s, writ- 
ten s < t ,  if there is a simulation R such that (s, t )  E R. 

Simulation on two models M I  and Ma is defined as 
simulation on their disjoint union M I  @ Mz. The tran- 
sitions of td Ma are defined by ini(s) 5 int(s’) if 
s -% s’ in M t  and its valuation by A(ini(s)) = Xo(s), 
where ini injects S, into $1 W s2. Simulation is ex- 
tended to specifications ( M I ,  E l )  and (M2,  E2) by defin- 
ing (M1 ,E l )  5 (Mz,E2) if there is a simulation R on 
MI M 2  such that for each s f El there is some t f E2 
with ( in~( s ) , i n* ( t ) )  E R. 
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2.2. Simulation Logic 

We define simulation logic in two steps: first we define a 
basic logic and then we add recursion by using modal equa- 
tion systems. Let V be a countably infinite set of propo- 
sitional variables. Basic simulation logic is a variant of 
Hennessy-Milner logic without diamond modalities: 

# ::= ff I tt I p I 1 p  I x I #1 A $2 I 91 v 4 2  I [a] 4 

wherep E A, a E L and X E V .  The interpretation IIq5IIp of 
a basic formula 4 i s  defined with respect to a model M and 
an environment p interpreting the propositional variables. 
The definition is standard (c$ [20]), in particular, for the box 

* modality we have s f lI[a] 411~ if and only if for all t E S 
such that s % t we have t E ll#llp. Formulae like p or 1 p  
are called literals. We use n-ary versions of conjunction and 
disjunction, setting V 0 = ff (false) and A B  = tt (true). 
As usual, for K I. ,  we write [K]  q5 for AafK [a] 4 and 

To make the logic expressive enough to characterise all 
finite models, we follow Larsen 1151 and add recursion to 
basic simulation logic by introducing modal equation sys- 
tems. A modal equation system E is a finite set of defining 
equations of the shape X = $ x ,  where X is a propositional 
variable and $,y is a formula of basic simulation logic. The 
defined variables X are pairwise distinct and hound in E, 
while all other variables are free. For a simpler presenta- 
tion, we restrict our attention here to closed equation sys- 
tems without free variables. 

Since our equations systems are closed, it is sufficient to 
work with environments p : bv(C) -+ "(5') mapping the 
bound variables of C to sets of states, The equations in C 
induce a map Qc : P(S)bv(C) -+ P(S)bv(C) on such en- 
vironments p defined by Q c ( p ) ( X )  = l]q5,y]lp. A solution 
of E is an environment p such that all equations in C are 
satisfied, that is, \ k ~ ( p )  = p .  Environments are ordered 
by point-wise inclusion. The semantics of a modal equa- 
tion system C w.r.t. a model M ,  denoted IlCl], is its greatest 
solution. By the Knaster-Tarski fixed point theorem [21] a 
greatest solution always exists, since 

Definition 2.4. (Simulation Logic) A (closed) formula of 
simulation logic has the shape #@I, where 4 is a formula 
of basic simulation logic and C is a (closed) modal equa- 
tion system such that all variables occurring in 4 are bound 
in C. The semantics of#[C] with respect to model M is de- 
finedby llqb[C]I( = II$IjlJCIj. We sayaspecification (M, E) 
satisfies +[E], written (M, E) + $[E], if E C II$[C]II. 

Example 2.5. Consider the formula 4 = (XVY)[C], where 

1-1 9 for iq9. 

is monotone. 

Y = [ u ] ( X A Y ) A - q  1 ' x = [ a ] Y A [ b ] X A \ p  

We would like to determine the semantics of this formula 
with respect to the specification S in Figure 1 .  The greatest 
fixed point IlCIl of C with respect to S can be computed 
in the standard way by iteration of starting with po = 
{ X  H S, Y H S}, where S = {SI, ~ 2 , 5 3 3 .  This yields 

IIX V YIIlJCI1, and hence the specification S satisfies 4. 
Henceforth, we often omit the equation system C from 

${E] if no confusion can arise. We say that $1 is a logical 
consequence of 40, written #o C $1,  if for all specifications 
S, S + 40 implies S + 41. The formula $0 is logically 
equivalent to 41, written $0 $1, if #IO C #I and $1 C 40. 

Simulation logic is equally expressive as the modal p- 
calculus 1131 without diamond modalities and least fixed 
points. The translation from this fragment of the modal p- 
calculus to simulation logic is straightforward and replaces 
each fixed point by an equation. As an example, the for- 
mula vX.pl A (vY.X A [a] ( p ~  V U)) is translated into the 
equivalent formula X [ X  = pl A Y, Y = X A [a] (p2 V Y ) ]  
of simulation logic. The translation in the other direction is 
based on BekiE's principle (cf: [2]), which expresses a fixed 
point in a product lattice in terms of a vector of component- 
wise fixed points. 

IICII = { X  H {SI}:Y {s2)}. so, E = (SlrS21 = 

2.3. Representation Results 

Next, we relate simulation logic to simulakion by defin- 
ing two functions, x and 8. The map x translates eachfiriite 
specification into a formula, while 0 translates formulae into 
(finite) specifications. The latter map is first defined on for- 
mulae in so-called simulation normal form (SNF) and then 
extended to all formulae by showing that any formulacan be 
transformed into an equivalent one in SNE We show that x 
logically characterises simulation and 0 behaviourally char- 
acterises logical satisfaction. These two maps form a Galois 
connection between finite specifications ordered by simula- 
tion and formulae ordered by logical consequence. Similar 
results for somewhat different settings appear in [7, 15, 63. 
In this paper, we present a novel procedure 0 to construct 
maximal models. While its complexity is exponential in  
the worst case, it avoids by its transformational nature some 
unnecessary exponential blowups occurring in the respec- 
tive procedures for the universal fragments of CTL 11.01 and 
CTL* [14]. 

2.3.1. Characteristic Formulae 

First we define the mapping from finite specifications to 
formulae. A finite specification ( M , E )  is translated into 
its characteristic formula x ( M , E )  = $=[EM], where 
4~ = VsEE X ,  and EM defines X ,  for each s E S by 
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Recall that v 0 = ff (false) and r\ 0 = tt (true). 

Example 2.6. Consider the specification S displayed in 
Figure 1. Its characteristic formula is x(S) = X,, VX,, [E], 
where 

1 [ x,, = [.]X,, A IbIXs, 7 P  A '4 

x,, = [.IX,, A PI ff A P Q 
C =  X,, = [ u ] f f A ~ b ] ( X , ,  V x , , ) A p A - q  . 

We can prove that if specification SI is simulated by the 
finite specification S2, this is cquivalent to saying that SI 
satisfies the characteristic formula of S2. This is a variation 
of an earlier result by Larsen [ 151. 

Theorem 2.7. Let SI, Sz be specificarions and suppose s2 
isfinite. TheH SI 5 S, i fand only ifs, /= x(S2). 

Note that using infinite equation systems this theorem 
generalises to finitely branching S2. 

2.3.2. Maximal Models 

The next step is to define the inverse mapping. Not all for- 
mulae correspond directly to a specification, but those in 
simulation normal form do. 

Definition 2.8. (S~rnuhtion nOrmQE form) A formula #[cl 
of simulation logic is in simulation normol form (SNF) if 4 
has the form V X  for some finite set X G bv(C) and all 
equations in C are in the following slate nornial f u m  

x = A [.IVY,Y& A A P l l A ' q  
U E L  p € E x  qEA-Bx 

where each J J . Y , ~  

BX c A is a set of atomic propositions. 
bv(C) is a finite set of variables and 

Notice that any characteristic formula x ( S )  is in SNF. 
From a formula (VX)[C] in SNF we derive the specifi- 
cation e((VX)[C]) = ((S,L,+,A,X),E) where S = 
bv(C), E = X and, for each X E bv(C), the equation 
for X induces the transitions {X 5 Y I Y E Y.y,,} and 
the valuation X ( X )  = Bx.  

Lemma 2.9. x and 0 are each orlzeis inverse up to equivu- 
lence, thar is, 

I .  B(x(5)) 

2. x ( Q ( @ ) )  q5 is o-convertibility;)fur 4 in SNE 

Theorem 2.10. For Q in SNE w e  ?wile S 5 B ( @ )  ifaridonly 

S (2 is isomorphisnil) forfinite S, and 

ifs b d. 
'Here. isomorphism means a label-preserving bijection between states 

and transitions. 
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Tkansformation to SNF We now present one of the main 
results of our paper, a step-wise transformation of any sim- 
ulation logic formula into a logically equivalent formula in 
SNF. Before describing the transformation in detail, we in- 
troduce some auxiliary notions. First, we use a slightly 
non-standard variant of disjunctive normal form: we say 
that a formufa q5 of basic simulation logic is in disjunc- 
tive normal f o m  (DNF) if it is a disjunction of conjunc- 
tions of box formulae and literals, i.e., it has the shape 

= Vz(Aj. [U;,] T+!I$~ A A C,) where LE are sets of literals 
and & arbitrary formulae in basic simulation logic. Fur- 
thermore, the conjunctive decomposition c($) of a formula 
$ into its conjuncts is given by c($) = {GI, . . . , Gm} such 
that no is a conjunction and $J = Ai $i (modulo associa- 
tivity and commutativity), Note that c(tt) = 0. 

We call an occurrence of a subformula top-level if it is 
not under the scope of a box operator, We say that Y is 
unguarded in d x ,  written X D Y, if there is a top-level oc- 
currence of Y in $x. A modal equation system C (or for- 
mula @]) is weokly guarded if the relation D is acycIic and 
strongly guarded if D is empty. 

Example 2.13. Consider the modal equation system 

Variable X is guarded in 4~ (the only occurrence of X is 
under the scope of a box operator), but Y is not (it occurs 
on the top-level). Both X and Y are guarded in @y. Hence, 
D = {(X, Y ) }  being acyclic but not empty, is weakly 
guarded but not strongly guarded. 

Any weakly guarded formula can be transformed into 
a strongly guarded one by repeatedly rewriting each un- 
guarded Occurrence of a variable by its defining equation. 
Moreover, using a result in [22] we can also show: 

Lemma 2.12. (Weak Guardedness) Any formula of sim- 
ularion logic can be transformed into an equivalent weakly 
guarded one. 

After these auxiliary definitions, we are ready to present 
the transformation. It consists of three phases: 

Phase I transforms each equation into a disjunction of for- 
mulae in state normal form, where only single vari- 
ables appear under modalities, 

Phase 11 splits top-level disjunctions in each equation into 
a set of new equations, one for each disjunct, yielding 
an equation system in state normal form, and 

Phase III is an optimisation phase removing unreachable 
and redundant equations. 



The transformation into SNF uses a partial function h, map- 
ping sets of formulae to variables. Its termination relies on 
this map that avoids the repeated introduction of new equa- 
tions for the same formula. If h maps a set of formulae 9 
to variable X, this means that an equation X = A Q (such 
that c( A rk) = Q} has been introduced earlier and that vari- 
able X should be used instead of introducing any further 
equation for A 9. This bookkeeping is essential for the ter- 
mination of the transformation. 

Before going into the details, let us illustrate the basic 
ideas on a simple example. A more elaborate example ap- 
pears in Section 4. 

Example 2.13. Let q5 = [b] ff A p be interpreted as a for- 
mula over L = {a ,  b]  and A = {p}. This formula holds for 
specifications, where each initial state satisfies p and has no 
outgoing b transition. We first translate # to (V X~)[CO] 
with XO = {X} and CO = { X  = [b] ff A p } .  In the follow- 
ing, the numbers in parentheses refer to the transformation 
steps detailed below. 

The equation for X is already strongly guarded (I. 1) and 
in DNF (1.2). Next, we add the missing box 1.1 using the 
equivalence tt [U]  tt (1.3), yielding X = [a] tt A [b] fF Ap. 
In the next step W), we introduce new variables for the 
formulae under the boxes: Y = tt and 2 = ff. This is 
recorded in h with two new entries: (0 ,Y )  (since tt = 
A 0)  and ({ff), 2). The equation for X becomes 

x= [ u ] Y A [ b ] Z / \ p  

which is already in state normal form. We proceed with 
Y = tt. Again. the first step with an effect adds the miss- 
ing boxes (I.31, producing Y = [a] tt A [b] tt. Next, since 
c(tt) = 0 and h ( 0 )  = Y, we know that Y stands for tt, so 
we replace the subformulae tt under the boxes by Y, yield- 
ing Y = [U] Y A [b] Y. To get a disjunction of state normal 
forms, we add the missing literals in positive and negative 
form, yielding 

Y = ( [ U ]  Y A {b] Y A p )  V ([U] Y A [b] Y A ip) .  

The third equation 2 = fF (= V0)  is already a (trivial) 
disjunction of state normal forms. Note that X remains 
unchanged in Phase I. Next, Phase II splits each top-level 
disjunction into a set of new equations and substitutes the 
disjunction of new variables for the original variable. Con- 
cretely, all occurrences of Y are replaced by YI V YZ and 
Z = ff (= v 0) is substituted back into $.y, yielding 

1 x = [.](Yl V f i ) A [ b ] f f A p  
= Yi = [a] (Yi V Yz) A Ib] (Yi V Y2) A p  I f i  = [U] (F V yz )  A [b] (yi V &) A i p  

Since X is not split into several equations, X = {X} re- 
mains unchanged. Phase 111 is the identity transformation in 

this example as there are no unreachable or duplicate equa- 
tions. Thus, the final result is X [ C ] ,  which is in simulation 
normal form. The derived maximal model t!?(X[E]) is dis- 
played in Figure 2. 

Yl(Pl a, b Y20 
A =  {PI 

a. T T b  b L = {a, b} 

Figure 2. Maximal model for q5 = [b] ff A p 

NOW we describe the actual transformation in detail. 
We assume w.1.o.g. that the initial formula has the shape 
Xo[Co],  where E,-, is weakly guarded (by Lemma 2.12). 
We initialise X = { X O } ,  C = CO and h = 0. Here are 
the three phases of the transformation in detail. 

Phase I (Disjunction of state normal forms) This phase 
transforms each equation into a disjunction of formulae in 
state normal form. Its steps are applied once to each equa- 
tion including the new ones introduced in step 1.4 below, 

1. (Strong guardedness) Make equation strongly guarded 
by repeatedly rewriting unguarded occurrences of vari- 
ables using the original system CO. 

2. (DNF) Put equation into disjunctive normal form and 
remove inconsistent disjuncts (those where f F  or both 
p and l p  appear). 

3. (Box grouping and completion) Group boxes together 
using [a] $1 A [a] $2 1.1 (41 A &) and add missing 
boxes to each disjunct using tt [a] tt such that there 
is a box formula for each U E L. Resulting equation 
shape Is 

4. (Modal depth reduction) Apply the following to each 
top-level box subfonnuIa [a]&, where &a is not a 
variable. If (c($ia),Y) E h for some variable Y 
then replace [a] &@ by [U] Y; otherwise, choose a fresh 
variable 2 # bv(C), add the new equation 2 = 

by [U] 2 and extend h to 
h U { (c ($ ia) ,  Z) } .  Equation shape is then . 

to E, replace [a] 

i U E L  
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5. (Literal completion) Replace equation X = @ by X = 
Q A A p E A ( p  V ~ p ) ,  then repeat step (2) to put equation 
back into DNF. Equation shape is (for some B 2 A) 

x = V ( A  lalzia A A P A  A 14) (1) 
i aEL p E B  qEA-E 

Phase 11 (Push disjunctions inside) This phase elimi- 
nates the top-level disjunctions by introducing a new equa- 
tion for each disjunct, thus pushing these disjunctions under 
box modalities. It is applied once to each equation in E. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The : I  

remove an equation of shape X = V:=, $ i  with n # 1 
from E, 

add a new equation Xi = & for each non-variable dis- 
junct QZ and substitute v:=l X ,  for X in all equations 
of C (where each X ,  is either equal to Qi or Xi is the 
fresh variable introduced for di ) ,  

i f  X E 
(Xl, * . ., Xn}. 

K then replace X by (X - { X ) )  U 

resulting equation is in state normal form. 

Phase III (Optidsation) This optimisation phase itera- 
tively removes unreachable and duplicate equations. 

1. Remove equations 2 = 11, from C in case 2 can not be 
reached from any variable in  X via variable dependen- 
cies (X depends on Y if Y occurs in Qx) 

2. If there are equations Z1 = $1 and 2 2  = $2 in C 
such that d ,1 [21 /22]  = 7+'12[21/22], then remove 2, = 
& from C and substitute Z1 for Zz in the remaining 
equations as well as in X. 

Theorem 2.14. Tfte algorithm above tenniriates and trans- 
forms m y  fonnula $ of simulation logic into an equivalent 
fonriula snf(4) in siinulution nonnal fonn. 

Pmc$ (Sketch; fu l l  proof in [19]) Let Xi, Ci and hi denote 
the values of X, C and h after i transformation steps. We 
concentrate in  this sketch on phase I, which preserves the  
following two invariants: 

J 1 .  for all Y E bv(C0) we have Y E b v ( C i )  and Y[C, ]  
Y [&I, and 

52. if (Q, 2) E h.i then each $ E @ occurs boxed, that 
is, as a top-level subfotmula of shape [.Id, in some 
equation of CO.  

Preservation of the semantics by the transformation steps 
follows from J1 and the fact that X is constant in phase I. To 
see that Phase I terminates, note first that step I. I terminates, 
because CO is weakly guarded (by assumption} and all steps 

preserve weak guardedness. Overall non-termination of 
Phase I due to the introduction of equations in step 1.4 is 
ruled out by 52: since there are only a finite number of sub- 
sets @ of boxed subformulae in CO,  the map h filIs up and 

a 
We extend the mapping B to all formulae of simulation 

logic by defining e($) = B ( s n f ( 4 ) ) .  Since snf preserves the 
semantics, Theorem 2.10 can be extended to all formulae, 
showing that 8(@)  is the maximal model of with respect 
to the simulation preorder. 

Theorem 2.15. S 5 @(@) ifand only ifs /= q5. 

We conclude this section with two important conse- 
quences of Theorems 2.7 and 2.15. The first one is that 
simulation preserves logical properties. 

CoroUary2.16. SI 5 Sz and& 4 impZies SI #. 
The second corollary expresses that the maps x and 8 

form a Galois connection between the preorder (5, 5)  of 
(isomorphism classes of) j n i f e  specifications ordered by 
simulation and be the preorder (L, E) of formulae of simu- 
lation logic ordered by logical consequence. 

Corollary 2.17. x and 0 are rnonotone and, forfinite spec- 
$cotions S, S 5 e($) fund  onIy i fx(S) C @. 

Finally, it is worth noting that all results can be trans- 
ferred to the setting of weak simulation and logic {see [19]). 

thus phase I eventually terminates. 

3. Compositional Verification of Applets 

Having so far developed our results for arbitrary spec- 
ifications, we shall now concentrate on a particular ap- 
plication, namely, the representation of applets (i.e. smart 
card applications) as specifications. We study sequential 
(single-threaded) applets and safety properties of their inter- 
procedural control flow. As explained above, we are inter- 
ested in  the decomposition of properties, in order to guaran- 
tee the secure post-issuance loading of applets. We do this 
by instantiating the general framework of the previous sec- 
tion on two different levels: { 1) the structural level, where a 
specification represents the control flow graph of an applet, 
and (2) the behavioural level, where a specification repre- 
sents the behaviour of an applet. This yields a version of 
simulation and simulation logic for each level. We develop 
a compositional verification principle, where assumptions 
about individuaI applets are stated in the structural simula- 
tion Iogic and properties of the composed system are ex- 
pressed in the behavioural logic. 

3.1. Applets 

We model the control structure of an appIet as a collec- 
tion of method specifications. However, for compositional 
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reasoning about applets, we need to know which methods 
exist andlor are used. Therefore, we first define the no- 
tion of an applet interface. Let Meth be an infinite set of 
method names not containing the special symbols T- and E. 

Dewtion 3.1. (AppZet interface) An applet intedace is a 
pair I = ( I + ,  I-), where I+, I- Meth are finite sets 
of names of provided and required methods, respectively. 
We say I is closed if I -  I + .  The composition of two 
interfaces 11 = ( I ? ,  1;) and I2 = (1z,IT) is defined by 

Next, we define method specifications, which are the ba- 
sic building blocks of applets. 

Definition 3.2. (Method specification) A method graph for 
m E Meth over a set A4 of method names is a finite model 
M ,  = (Vm,Lm,-tm,Am, A,), where V, is the set of 
control nodes of m, L ,  = Af U ( E } ,  A,  = {m, r ) ,  m f 
Am(w) for all f I&, i.e. each node is tagged with the 
method name. A method specijkation form E Meth  over 
M is a specification ( J M ~ ,  Em) such that M ,  is a method 
graph for m over M .  

The nodes labelled with the distinguished atomic propo- 
sition T are the return points of m. An applet is a col- 
lection of method specifications, For the formal defini- 
tion we extend the notion of disjoint union from mod- 
els (as defined below Definition 2.3) to specifications by 
(Mi, Ei) ( M z ,  -732) = (Mi M z ,  E1 -732)- 

Definition 3.3. (Appltt) Applets A with inferface I, written 
A: I ,  are inductively defined by 

I ~ u I 2 = ( I p J I ; , 1 ; U 1 ; ) .  

O M  : (0, AT), where O M  is the empry upplet over M 
definedbyOn4 = ((0,AIU { ~ ) , @ , { r } , 0 ) , 0 ) ,  

W m ,  E,) : ( { m } , M )  if (M,,E,) is a method 
specification for m over A$, 

dl W d z  : II U12 ifdl : 11 anddz : 1 2 .  

An applet A : I is closed if its interface I is closed. 

The definition requires that each provided method m E 
I* of an applet A : I has to be impiemented in a method 
graph for m. The interface of an applet can be derived from 
its implementation: a straightforward induction shows that 
if A is an applet built from a model over L and A then its 
interface is (A - {T}, L - ( E } ) .  We write S : I for an 
arbitrary specification S to mean that S is (isomorphic to) 
an applet with interface I. Note that, up to isomorphism, kl 
is associative and commutative with neutral element Om. 

3.2. Structural Level 

Structural simulation on applets coincides with simula- 
tion on the specifications defining applets. For convenience 

we write dl ss A2 instead of AI 5 A2 to denote struc- 
tural simulation. Structural simulation is preserved by ap- 
plet composition. 

Theorem 3.4. If dl Ss I31 and A2 <$ B2 rhen A1  ti^ 
-42 5 s  a1 B2. 

We also instantiate simulation logic to this level. For 
an applet A : I and a formula of simulation logic over 
L = I- U {E} and A = I+ U { r } ,  we write A Fs 4 instead 
of A + q5 for clarity. 

Maximal Applets Let I = ( I i ,  I-) be an applet inter- 
face. Define $1 [Er], the characteristic formuZa for I, by 

$1 = V,,riXm 
C I  = {x, = [1 - ,€ ]Xm Ap, I m E I * )  
p m  = m A /\{7m/ I m’ E I+,“ # m} 

The formula +J[C~J axiomatises the basic structure of an 
applet with interface I ,  namely, each initial node belongs to 
a unique method m and no transition leaves m. Note that 
CI is not in SNF (proposition T is missing). 

Example 3.5. The characteristic formula for interface I = 
( { m l , m z ] ,  {ml,m3))  is given by the formula 41[E1], 
where $1 = X,, V X,, and 

1 =I = [ x,, - - [ m ~ , m s , ~ ] & ~  A ” z  A - m  
X,, = [ml, w, €]Xml A ml A 7m2 

The specifications satisfying $1 are essentially the applets 
with interface I as we will show below. Using the character- 
istic formula for interfaces, we can define maximal applets. 

Definition 3.6. (MaxintcrZuppZet) The riiaxinial apple1 w.r.t. 
interface I and formula 4[C] is defined as 01(4[E]) = 
O(q5Aq51 [E, E,]) (where i t  is assumed w.1.0.g. that the bound 
variables of C and Er are disjoint). 

acteristic formulae and maximal applets. 

Theorem 3.7. Let I be an applet intellface. For any speci- 
jcation S = ( M ,  E )  over labels L = I -  U { E }  and atomic 
propositions A = I* U { T }  we Rave 

The following result records the main properties of char- 

( i )  S 4~ ifand only i fR(S) : I ,  and 

( i i )  S 5, 81(d) ifaitd only ifs ks q5 and R ( S )  : I. 

Proof. (i) (Sketch) “+’‘ By an induction on the size of I+. 
The restriction to the reachable part of S is required, be- 
cause the 41 does not constrain the unreachable parts of 
S. ‘‘e” By inspection of the definition of applets. (ii) Us- 
ing the definition of 81 ($1 and Theorem 2.15 we know that 
S 5, @I($) is equivalent to S bs # and S k8 41. The 
result then follows from (i). 0 
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Point (i) of the theorem essentially expresses that the for- 
mula $1 characterises those specifications that are applets 
with interface I, while point (ii) extends Theorem 2.15 from 
specifications to applets. As a consequence of (ii) we have 
B J ( $ )  41 and f3,(4) : I, since all nodes of e,(#> are 
reachable by construction. 

3.3. Behavioural Level 

Next, we change our focus to the behavioural level, 
where we first define the operational semantics of a closed 
applet. Since our compositional method uses structural as- 
sumptions, there is no need to compose applets on the be- 
havioural level, so an operational semantics of closed ap- 
plets is sufficient. In contrast, in previous work on semi- 
automatic compositional applet verification [3], the use of 
behavioural assumptions required a more involved open se- 
mantics of applets. 

Definition 3.8. (Eehaviour) Let d = (M, E )  : ( I + ,  I-) 
be a closed applet and let M = (V, L,  3, A, A). The 
behaviour of A is described by the specification b(d) = 
(Mb,  Et,), where Mb = (&, Lb, + b ,  Ab, A b )  is defined by 
Sb = V x V*, that is, states are pairs of control points 
and stacks, Lb = {mi 1 m2 I E {Call ,  ret), ??‘tl,mz E 
I+}  U {E), +b is defined by the transition rules of Table I ,  
Ab = A and x b ( ( V ,  U)) = AID>. The set of initial states Eb 
is defined by Eb = E x ( E } .  

VZEI’ U+“$! U / = l T  

( I J ,  17) 5 (U’, U )  
(transfer) 

Table 1. Applet Transition Rules 

Note that the applet transition rules define a pushdown 
process (cf: SUNey paper [8]). 

Applet A1 belzaviourally siinulures applet Az, written 
dl <b AP, if b(A1) 5 b(A2). The notions of applet struc- 
ture and behaviour have been carefully chosen to ensure that 
any two applets related by structural simulation are also re- 
lated by behavioural simulation. In general, the inverse does 
not hold. 

Theorem 3.9. (Simulation Correspondence) ZfAl 5,  A2 

Iherz AI <b A2. 

Pmuj Let R be a structural simulation between dl and 
d2. We lift R from the structural ]eve1 to Rb on the be- 
havioural level by defining ( ( w , ~ ) ,  ( u ’ , ~ ’ ) )  E & if and 
only if ( U ,  w’) E R, 1u1 = lu’l and ( g ( i ) ,  u’(i)) E R for all 
0 5 i < 1 0 1 .  It is easy to check that &, is a behavioura1 

0 
Finally, we instantiate simulation logic on the be- 

havioural level. Behavioural properties are more abstract 
than structural ones as they do not refer to the program con- 
trol structure. We define behavioural satisfaction A b b  $ 
as b(A) + $ for applets A : I and $ a formula of simula- 
tion logic over L b  and Ab. 

3.4. Compositional Reasoning 

simulation between dl and d2. 

The general results of Section 2 together with those of 
this section form the basis for the main contribution of our 
paper, the following compositional reasoning priizciple for 
applets, which combines reasoning at the structural and be- 
havioural levels. Let d : I and B : J be applets such that 
I u  J is closed and let 4 and q15 be formulae of structural and 
behavioural simulation logic, respectively. Then we have 

This principle says that in order to show that a composed 
applet AB !3 has a behavioural property q!~, it is sufficient to 
find a structural property 4 that is satisfied by A and such 
that @ I ( $ )  !& B b b  +. We prove i t s  soundness and com- 
pleteness using the following result, which characterises the 
second premise of rule (compos). 

Proposition 3.10. LA 13 : J be an applef and I an interface 
s.t. 1 U J is closed. Then el{$) k! U t=b ifand only $for 
a l l A : I w i r l z d  ks gbwehavedWEj=b$.  

PmoJ “j” Suppose d ~ ( $ )  H t==b $, d : I and A b8 4. 
Then certainly also R(d) : I and so we get A I, OI($) by 
Theorem 3.7(ii). From Theorems 3.4 and 3.9 we derive that 
A&l? < b  f3r(4)kYl?. Hence, AWB b b  $by Corollary 2.16. 
“e’’ By Theorem 3.7(ii) we have e!($) : I and Or($) ks 

Theorem 3.11. Rule (compos) is sound andcomplete. 
Prooj Soundness is immediate by Proposition 3.10. For 
completeness suppose A kd B + b  $ and set 4 = x(d). 
By Theorem 2.7 we have A x(d). To establish the 
second premise of the rule, we use Proposition 3.10 and 
show C kJ B /=b T,!! for an arbitrary C : I with C ks X(d). 
We use Theorem 2.7 to derive C 5, A. The result then 
follows by Theorems 3.4 and 3.9 and Corollary 2.16. U 

Other useful compositional reasoning principles are 
thinkable. For example, a rule with a similar shape as the 
one above, but involving structural properties only, is easily 
justifiable with the results presented above (see [ 191). 

4 3  thus e l ($)  f3 l=b ?b. [7 
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4. Example 

To demonstrate the use of our approach in practice, we 
present a small example, which is a highly distilled version 
of a larger case study on the verification of security proper- 
ties for an electronic purse, We refer the interested reader 
to [ 121 for more details, including a more detailed motiva- 
tion of why this kind of security properties are important for 
smart card applications and how they can be formalised. 

Suppose we have a smart card an which we allow in- 
stances of applets A and B with the following respective 
interfaces: Id = ({ml,m~},{m~,m~,ms}) and IB = 
((m3}, {ml, m2, m3)). Suppose method ml is called by 
an instance of applet 23 whenever this instance is in a partic- 
ular state. However, it could be that only certain instances 
of applet A arc supposed to know when an instance of B 
is in such a state - possibly because they have paid to get 
this information. Thus, as a global security property we re- 
quire that within invocations of method m ~ ,  no other calls 
to instances of A are triggered. This can be considered 
as a confidentiality property: it prevents certain informa- 
tion {namely: ml is called) to flow to unauthorised applica- 
tions [4]. We specify this as the global property 

($) 1m.l V Z [Z = [K] ff A[-]Z] 

where K = {m, call rnj I 1 5 i I 3 and I 5 j 5 2). Far- 
mula $ expresses that within method m~ there cannot be 
any calls to other methods of A. Notice that this also dis- 
allows indirect calls via an instance of applet B, i.e. m3 is 
not allowed either to call methods declared in the interface 
of A. The verification of property $ can be decomposed in 
several ways. A trivial way is to disallow any method calls 
in method ml. However, this would also exclude imple- 
mentations of method ml that communicate with instances 
of 13. Hence, we propose less restrictive structural specifi- 
cations for A and B: 

(ud) 
(05)  

i m i  v x [ x  = [mi,mz]ff A [E,ms]x] 
7m3 V y[y = [mi, mn]ff A [ E ,  %]Y] 

Formula OA says that the method graph for ml does not 
contain any call edge labelled ml or m2, while ex- 
presses a similar property for the graph of ma. 

Applying the compositional reasoning principle 
(compos) twice, we know that to establish A l3 kb $, 
it is sufficient to prove A CTd, B ks UB and 

(gd) H 81, (oa) +b ?,6. We have assembled a tool set 
to support all these verification tasks 1121. The former 
two local properties are checked using existing finite-state 
model checking techniques. The maximal applets for 
U d  and U B  are generated by an implementation of the 
algorithm in Section 2. Finally, 01, ( D A )  Id 8 1 ~  (OB) bb $ 
is verified using Alfred [17], a model checker for pushdown 

systems based on the algorithm by Bouajjani et al. [SI, thus 
establishing the correctness of the property decomposition. 

For illustration, we present in some detail the consmc- 
tion of the maximal applet for OB; the construction is similar 
for LTA. First, we build the characteristic formula for inter- 
face IB, that is, 4 1 ~  = X,, [X,, = [ml, m2, m3, E]X,, A 
m3]. Introducing a new variable Z for A u~ yields 

1 Z = (1m3VY)AXm, 

z [  Xm, = [ml, ~ Z Y  m3r EIXm3 m3 

y = Imi,ma]ff A [,3,&]y 

The next step is to transform this formula into SNF. First, in 
Phase I of the transformation, each equation is transformed 
into a disjunction of state normal forms. Suppose we start 
with the equation defining 2. 

1. Make equation strongly guarded, by rewriting with the 
original equations: 

= ("3 v ([m1,m2]ffAjms,e]Y))A 
Im17 ma, m3, +L, /I m3 

3. Group and complete boxes. No boxes are missing, thus 
we only group them: 

4. Introduce new equations for formulae under boxes. 
Since the map h does not yet contain an entry for 
{Y ,Xm3} ,  we choose a fresh variable U and add 
((Y, X?,,), U) to h. The equation defining 2 becomes 

Z = [ml,m~]ffA[m3,~]UAms 

while we introduce the new equation U = Y A Xm2. 

5.  Finally, complete the equation by adding missing lit- 
erals and put the formula into DNF again. Here, only 
literal T is missing. Adding this gives: 

z = ( [m i ,  mz] ff A[m3, &]U A m3 A r ) V  
([mi,mz]ffA[m3,€lUAma A-T) 

The equations defining Y and X,, are handled in a similar 
way. The only step that has some effect is step 5, which 
introduces the missing literal T .  More interesting is to look 
how Phase I is applied to the new equation U = Y A X - , .  

1. Rewriting into strongly guarded form yields: 

U = [m,l, mz] ff l\[m3, E]YA 
[m~,m,ms,&]X, ,  Am3 
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F3) 

m3. 
E UZ(m31 

E = { U 1 . U 2 ]  
A = (1113, t] 

Figure 3. Maximal applets for uB and Od 

2. Formula +U is already in DNF and cannot be simpli- 
fied. 

3. Grouping boxes results in the following equation: 

U = [m.i, m2] ff A[m3, E](Y A Xm,) A m3 

4. The map h contains the pair ((Y, Xm,},  U), so we re- 
place Y A x,, by U. 

U T [mi, m.21 fF A[m3, €]U A m3 

4. Literal completion again introduces r. 

U = (Iml,m2~ffAIms,€jUAmsArr)V 
([mi, m2] ff A[ms, E]  U A m3 A l r )  

After applying Phase I to all equations, Phase I1 introduces 
a new equation for each disjunct and replaces each old vari- 
able by the disjunction of the new variables. For example, 
the equation defining U gets replaced by: 

= [mi, 77221 ff A[m3, €](U1 V U,) A m3 A T 

U2 = [ml, 7?22] ff A [ ~ ~ , E ] ( U I  V U,) A m3 A l r  

The remaining equations are treated similarly. Notice that 
also 2 in .X gets replaced by {XI, &}, where Z1 and 2 2  

are the equations replacing 2. 
During the optimisation in Phase III, we find that the 

equations for 21 and V I ,  and 2 2  and U2 are duplicates 
of each other. Therefore, we remove the equations for 2 1  

and Z2, and replace {Z1,22} in X by {Vl,U2).  Further, 
the equations Y1, E, XmJ1 and Xm,2 (replacing Y and 
X,,, in Phase 11), are not reachable from any variable in 
X = {U,,  VZ} .  Hence, the final result is U1 V CT2[E], where 

1 E:[" 1 - - 1  m ~ ,  m2]ff /I [m3r E ] (  VI V UZ) A m3 A 
U,  = [ml,  mz]ff  A [m3, €] (Ul  V U,) A m3 A -r 

Figure 3 displays the maximal applet corresponding to this 
equation system (in its left column). It also shows the max- 
imal applet for ad, found in a similar way. 

5. Conclusions 

We propose an algorithmic compositional verification 
method for control flow based safety properties of smart 
card applets, where local assumptions on individual ap- 
plets are structural, while global guarantees are behavioural. 
Safety properties are adequately expressed in our simulation 
logic, a modal logic with simultaneous greatest fixed points. 
We establish representation results connecting Iogical satis- 
faction to simulation in a general setting, including a char- 
acterisation of logical satisfaction in terms of maximal mod- 
els. Our novel maximal model construction transforms the 
formula into an equivalent simulation normal form, isomor- 
phic to a maximal model. 

For compositional applet verification we define maximal 
applets at the structural level as the maximal model of the 
local structural property restricted by a formula character- 
ising the given interface. From these results and the fact 
that structural simulation implies behavioural simulation, 
we derive a sound and complete compositional method, 
reducing the correctness of property decompositions to a 
model checking problem for pushdown processes and thus 
extending existing compositional techniques for finite-state 
systems to a useful class of infinite-state systems. 

The companion paper [I21 presents a tool set that we 
have developed and applied to an industrial electronic purse 
case study to demonstrate the practical applicability of the 
approach, Section 4 contains a highly distilled version of 
this work. It is noteworthy that, in the present setting, the 
method supports secure post-issuance loading of applets, 
but it couId be applied to any type of sequential programs 
with recursive procedures for which compositional verifica- 
tion of control flow properties is desired. 

There are several possible directions for future work, 
including (i) adding diamond modalities to the simulation 
logic, (ii) refining the notion of interface, by defining pub- 
lic and private interfaces, and (iii) investigating under what 
restrictions the proposed method can be adapted to allow 
behavioural assumptions in place of structural ones. 
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